
Supervised Play session 6 
LEADS SIGNALS DISCARDS 

 
 

Defenders’ advantage 
Defenders’ first advantage is to attack declarer’s contract with the lead. 

• This may be: 
•  Setting up tricks for the defence 
•  Cutting down declarer’s opportunity to ruff 
• The lead is a choice of two things: 
•  Which suit? 
•  Which card? 
• Choice will depend on whether the contract is  A suit 
•  No trumps 

 
 

• Against a suit 
• The first couple of tricks are usually the most important 
• Defenders often need to take quick tricks 
• If you don’t take them early they can be ruffed  
• Suits with honours are usually the suit to pick. 
• Against No Trumps 
• Here we are trying to establish a suit with trick taking potential once declarers 

stoppers ( assuming he has one/some!) have been used. 
• Maintaining communication with partner is most important 

 
 

Standard leads 
There are various leads which are considered ‘standard’. 
There is no guarantee that a standard lead will be ‘right’ or ‘best’ on any individual 
contract. 
Standard leads enables defender on lead’s  partner: 

– To work out which card to play on your lead 
– To know which suit and card to lead when he’s won a trick 

Note:  for the purpose of standard leads the 10 is not an honour 



 
Table of Standard Leads 

v. Suit v. No-
Trumps 

                                    Comments 

  
Axxx… Axxx… Never under-lead ‘A’ against a suit.    4

th
. highest against NT. 

Hxxx… Hxxx… 4
th

. highest 
Hxx Hxx          “ 
xxxx… xxxx… 2

nd
. highest from a poor suit 

xxx xxx          “ 
10xx.. 10xx..          “  (even if the second highest card is the ‘9’) 
Hx Hx Top of a doubleton (but avoid Kx, Qx leads) 
xx xx          “ 
AK AK Lower of doubleton honour sequence against a suit. 
KQ KQ          “ 
QJ QJ          “ 
AKQx.. AKQx.. Top of three card honour sequence     
KQJx.. KQJx..  
QJ10x.. QJ10x.          “ 
J109x. J109x.          “ 
AKJx. AKJx. Top of ‘2½’ card honour sequence 
KQ10x.. KQ10x..          “                                           (partner must unblock or give 

count) 
QJ9x.. QJ9..          “ 
AKxx. AKxx. Top of two card sequence against suit.  4

th
. highest against NT 

KQxx.. KQxx..          “ 
QJxx.. QJxx..          “ 
AJ10x.. AJ10x.. Ace against a suit.    Top of internal honour sequence against NT. 
KJ10x.. KJ10x.. Top of internal honour sequence 
Q109x.. Q109x..          “ 
 AKJ10… Requests partner to ‘unblock’ with Q; if not give count. 



 
 

Comments 
 

It is not always right to lead the top of partner’s bid suit 
( but you have to have a good reason for not doing so!) 
 
The lead of a 10 will be:  
 a singleton 

Top of a doubleton 
Or    H 10 9 x   (where the H is A K or Q) 
 
 

Examples against suit contracts 
 

You hold:  ♠ Q 8 6 3     you lead       3    (4th from Hxxx) 
– Dummy lays ♠ A J 5 4    Partner holding ♠ K 10  2 can safely play the 10 

 
You hold:  ♠ J 9 6 5 2     you lead       5    (4th from Hxxx) 

– Dummy lays ♠ Q 7 4    Partner holding ♠ K 10  2 can safely play the 10 
–  

You hold:  ♠ 8 7 6 3     you lead       7       (2nd highest from poor suit) 
– Dummy lays ♠ A J 5 4    Partner holding ♠ K 10  2   must play the K 
–  

You hold:  ♠ AK     you lead       K 
 

Avoid leading K from Kx or Q from Qx unless this is partner’s suit 

Never lead away from an  A against a suit 
 
 
 

Examples against No Trump contracts 
From a holding of H xxx(x) lead 4

th

 highest 
  

It is OK to lead away from an A against NT. 
 
From AKQx, KQJx, QJ10x lead top card 
 
From AKJx, KQ10x you can still lead top.   
 
BUT: From KQxx , QJxx lead 4th 
 



 
Summary 1:  
Leads against Suit Contracts 

1. Listen to the bidding. Tend to avoid suits bid by the opponents.  

2. Solid or nearly-solid sequences offer the possibility of building tricks with safety.  

3. Usually, don't lay down an unsupported ace, and don't underlead an ace. 

4. Usually, lead partner's suit if he has bid one.  

5. Play for ruffs by leading a singleton when you have a quick trump entry and surplus 

trumps. 

Summary 2: 

Leads against Notrump Contracts 
 

1. Listen to the bidding. Tend to avoid suits bid by the opponents.  

2. With a five-card or longer suit, lead fourth best from your longest and strongest 

suit.  

3. A four-card suit that forms a solid or nearly-solid sequence is often a worthwhile 

lead; leads from A Q 4 3 and J 6 5 2 are generally unattractive.  

4. Lead a short suit if all other leads are very risky, but don't lead a singleton (unless 

partner has bid the suit).  

5. Usually, lead partner's suit if he has bid one. 

Summary 3: 
Leads against Slam Contracts 

1. Listen to the bidding. Avoid suits bid by the opponents and usually lead a suit bid by 

partner.  

2. Don't cash an unsupported ace against a small slam unless you have a probable 

second trick.  

3. Play safe against all notrump slams; don't lead away from unsupported honors.  

4. When in doubt, play safe against suit slams. 

Signals 
Partner has led, what card do you play? 

Signals apply when partner has led an honour – you are trying to tell partner whether you 
would like the suit continued or not. 

Normal signals are: 

High card encouraging 

Low card discouraging 



 



 
So: Partner leads the K against a no trump contract. 
 

A) You hold A 10 2  You want partner to continue so throw the 10 

B) You hold 8 6 4    so throw the 4. 

C) You hold J 9 3 2  - happy for partner to continue so throw….         J?   9?  

 

The case for ‘reverse attitude’: 
High card discourages, Low card encourages  
 

Count signals 
What if partner leads K and you have 9,3? 

 
Use a count signal and throw the 9 and play the 3 next. This tells partner you have an even 
number (he will usually be able to work out from the cards in his hand and on the table 
whether this is 2 or 4). He will then lead another ( for you to ruff (suit contract) or know 
whether or not continuing (in NT) is safe. 
 
If you hold 9, 5, 3    you play the 3 to show an odd number.  

 
Remember some players play either Attitude /(Reverse attitude) or count on the first lead of 
specific cards (e.g. the lead of an A might be an ‘attitude lead – asking partner to give an attitude 
signal while the lead of a K might ask for a ‘count signal. 
Partnerships will also agree if this applies for the first lead of any new suit in defence and whether 
or not count/attitude applies on declarer’s leads. 

 
 

Discards 
So the contract is under way and a card is  led in a suit of which you are now out. How do 
you tell partner which suit you would like led next time he gets in? 

There are Many arrangements which you will come across  e.g.: 

No system, Odds and Evens, Revolving, McKenney, Dodds 
 
No system 
Generally the first discard is Attitude , So: 

After 4 rounds of hearts you hold : 

QJT6  ♥ -  ♦ J86   ♣ KQ 

And declarer leads a 5
th

 heart  - you throw  ♠10   
 
Odds and Evens 

The signals refers to the suit played 
An odd card (3, 5, 7 or 9) it is encouraging IN THAT SUIT 
A high value (6 or 8) even card shows preference for the higher rank other suit 
A low value (2 or 4) even card shows preference for the lower rank other suit 
 



 
Revolving 

Similar to McKenney – preference for one of the other two suits: 
A low card suggests the suit immediately below the discard suit  (so throwing a low 
club suggests a preference for spade) a high card the suit above (a high club would 
suggest a preference for diamonds) 
 

McKenney (Lavinthal) 
Your discard asks for the higher or lower ranked of the other two suits 
E.g. you are discarding on a Spade lead and throw a Club – your discard signal 
refers to Hearts or Diamonds. 
A high card for the higher of the other two suits so Club 10 suggests a preference 
for Hearts, the Club 3 suggests a preference for Diamonds 
 

Dodds 
 The meaning of the discard depends on colour and value: 
 The discard of an odd value card asks for the other suit of the same colour (e.g 

Club 3 asks for spades) 
 The discard of an even value card asks for the discard suit 
 SO: the discard of the Heart 9 asks for a diamond 
 The discard of the 4 spades asks for a spade 
 
 
 
Finally 

Signals and Discards 
No system is perfect, none works all the time.  
You must always consider whether the information given by a 
signal or discard will be of more value to partner or to declarer. 

Finally, as with all things: 
• DISCUSS and AGREE your arrangements with PARTNER! 
• (and don’t forget to write it on your convention card) 

 


